Data Sheet

Cloud
Hydration

Cloud Hydration enables businesses to migrate corporate data to
the cloud through a cost-effective, practical process
A simple and cost-effective data migration service.
Zadara’s Cloud Hydration enables you to adopt cloud computing using a
cost-effective and practical way of moving corporate data into the cloud.
Cloud Hydration can be targeted to any cloud storage platform from any
vendor, including Zadara, Amazon S3/EBS/EFS/Glacier, Google Cloud
Platform, Microsoft Azure, or any other storage target.
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Features & Benefits

Easy Process
Offline or online data can be
migrated in just a few steps

Any Target
Migrate to Zadara or any
cloud storage platform

Cost-Effective
Cost per project is based
on data type, capacity, and
other factors
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For environments where your data does not need to be continuously online,
the Cloud Hydration process involves simply copying the data to an appliance
supplied by Zadara, shipping it to the cloud vendor, and copying the data to
the target. In cases where there can be limited or no downtime, the process is
almost as simple but requires a mirrored appliance and resynchronization of
your data once it is uploaded to the cloud environment.
Eliminate technical, operational, and financial risk.
Zadara eliminates the technical, operational, and financial risks associated
with enterprise storage, by delivering industry-leading enterprise SAN, NAS
and Object storage as a fully-managed service with 24/7 proactive monitoring and support, backed by a 100%-uptime guarantee, and wrapped in a
pay-only-for-what-you-use model.
Transform your business with zero-risk enterprise storage.

Zadara can migrate online
data with no data loss and
little or no downtime

Zadara transforms storage-related costs from a variable mix of equipment
and management expenses to a predictable, on-demand, pay-per-use, elastic
service that greatly simplifies planning, streamlines budgeting, and improves
return on investment (ROI). Find out how zero-risk enterprise storage can help
transform your business. Call or email today.
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